Making Money
Society has revolved around money since the beginning of time. Money is complex.
The truth is, most people do not have a good understanding of money. If they did, the
average person at retirement age in America would have more than $2,500 in the bank!
Most people never sit down with someone who really understands money.

There are only two ways to make money!
1. People making money.

M1 & M3 Strategies

2. Money making money.

M2 Strategy

1. Most people utilize the first method of making money – people making money.
Doctors, lawyers, pilots, engineers, food service and every other job trades time for
money. If you become unable to trade your time for money, you lose your source of
income. Smart people learn to leverage the efforts of people with the M3 Strategy!
Strategy
2. Using money to make money requires both skill and money. The general
population doesn’t have enough of either to utilize this method.
Wealthy people, going all the way back to the ancient Babylonians, have multiple
sources of income. For!Mor empowers you to create multiple sources of income,
and you will quickly realize that the number of sources you can create is unlimited!

Personal Income Strategies
M1 Strategy – Trading time for money. This is the worse strategy, yet 96% of the
population use it. There are inherent problems with saturation and available time.
M2 Strategy – Invest money to make money. This is a good strategy, but only
3% are involved. Investing takes great skill, and many people still end up losing money.
M3 Strategy – Multiply your time through the efforts of others, and multiply your
income. This is a great strategy that anyone can use!

The M3 Strategy creates multiple sources of income (MSI).
When you clearly understand the following concept, your ideas about the income
opportunity that For!Mor offers will change forever: Every distributor you sponsor
creates an MSI breeding post. Each distributor on your team is each capable of creating
multiple MSI breeding posts, dynamically leveraging the efforts of hundreds, even
thousands of people! It’s a lawful and just compensation concept. Importantly, there is
no age, race, creed, sex, or education discrimination! For!Mor truly is extraordinary!

Leverage the M3 Strategy with For!
!Mor!
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